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Check out the official Instagram page of Students’ Council, MPSTME for after movie and more!
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A Wonderful Serenity
MPSTME Alumni Association is responsible for facilitating the student-alumni interactions and aims for the development of future and past alumni.

Our goal is to foster an environment that enables the exchange of academic and corporate experiences and instill a sense of pride amongst not just the alumni but also the current students.

We have our own app called MPSTME Alumni which has over 5000 users and is available on the Google Play Store and Apple App Store.

Our flagship event is the Reminiscence which is the official reunion of our college. For the last Reminiscence had standup comedian Angad Singh Ranyal perform for our alumni.
ALUMINI ASSOCIATION

GALLERY

FLAGSHIP EVENT

- REMINISCENCE
When it comes to talking numbers, nobody does it better than us.

Partnering with the biggest of banks, brands and tech giants like OnePlus, ICICI Bank, Starbucks, Axis Bank and Ebay are just specks in a plethora of achievements we boast here at Colloquium.

Colloquium hosts a wide variety of business and management events.

Proactively envisioned multimedia based expertise and cross-media growth strategies. Seamlessly visualize quality intellectual capital without superior.

*Developing ideas and leaders that transform the world.*
COLLOQUIUM GALLERY

FLAGSHIP EVENTS

• STOCKRAZE

• BIZZNEETI
Cultural Committee is one of the most happening and student engaging committee’s. It celebrates numerous days through the year like teacher’s day, world peace day, rose and chocolate day and many more.

It also organizes lots of events throughout the year.

It also has The dance, music and drama teams which perform in various competitions.

Rhythm, Expression, Attitude
CULTURAL COMMITTEE

FLAGSHIP EVENTS

- CULTURAL NIGHT
- ROSE & CHOCOLATE DAY
- CARNIVAL
- TRADITIONAL DAY

GALLERY
The Editorial Project is our very own literature festival. Music, photography, poetry and art find themselves a home here. With The Local Train performing for us last year, we aren’t settling for anything less this year.

ComikCon hosts merchandise stalls, arcade games and even our very own cosplay competition.

Open Mic Night is a platform where creatives from all over come to express themselves with nothing holding them back.

The CrossFire Debate is an intense two-day intercollegiate debating competition where only the most tenacious and cogent speakers take home a cash prize of 30,000.

Poetry, Prose, & Perspective
EDITORIAL BOARD

GALLERY

FLAGSHIP EVENTS

• BLIND DATE WITH A BOOK

• OPEN MIC NIGHT

• THE EDITORIAL PROJECT
Research is critical to a student’s productivity and competitiveness. From wireless communications to robotics, biomedical engineering and sustainable energy.

When time is on its course to change, there are those who watch and there are those who act.

Our goal is not just to do research but to promote it as well.

We will provide guidance, direction and a stage to present your ideas and help you convert them into reality.

Wonder, Create, Inspire
RESEARCH CELL
GALLERY

FLAGSHIP EVENTS

- THE MENTOR-MENTEE PROGRAM
- DEVELOPER CIRCLE BY FACEBOOK
- GOOGLE ML WORKSHOP
The team with a heart, Social Impact, is the social cell of the college that strives to sensitize the future leaders of the institute towards social responsibilities.

Team Impact attempts to bring about momentous changes in society through interactions at the grassroots level with regards to different sectors, including healthcare, social and environmental care.

We’re also the team that will bring out the best in you, motivate you and be with you at every step of our way.

This is the stop to your search for the perfect balance between work and fun.

We rise by lifting others
SOCIAL IMPACT GALLERY

FLAGSHIP EVENTS

• SOCIAL CONCLAVE
• BLOOD DONATION DRIVE
• SERVE OUT SMILES
With over 2500 participants in 8 events throughout the year, the experience in unmatched in any other committee.

Students’ Council Sports Committee is in charge of all sport-related events and festivals in our college.

With the motto of "One spirit, one team and One goal!"

We strive to promote the sporting culture in our college as one Big Sports Family.

One Spirit, One Team, One Goal
SPORTS COMMITTEE
GALLERY

FLAGSHIP EVENTS

• CONQUER
• REDBULL’S NEYMAR JR FIVE
• COLLEGE CRICKET LEAGUE
• GAMERS ASYLUM
Technical Committee concentrates on imparting the students with an amalgam of jollity and learning.

We conduct Industrial Visits, Workshops, competitions and recreational events to provide students with a convivial atmosphere.

This committee puts the T in MPSTME and hosts the college’s annual Techfest to Internship Fair which makes it an apt committee for “Fun with learning”.

Our main aim is to enhance your skills and develop you into a smart individual for a better tomorrow.

Your Future, Our Vision
FLAGSHIP EVENTS

• TAQNEEQ
• INTERNSHIP FAIR
• SACRED GAMES
Voices is a women centric cell which was created last year with the aim of building a community of dedicated women.

Voices help women grow, share their thoughts and ideas and become better versions of themselves.

Motive of Voices is to create a safe space to have open discussions on issues, understand as well as address them.

Voices is a place to work together, encourage and motivate each other and ensure equal opportunities for all women.

Positively Together
FLAGSHIP EVENTS

• BREAST CANCER AWARENESS MONTH
• WOMEN’S DAY
THANKS FOR ATTENDING TODAY

STAY TUNED FOR EXECUTIVE INTERVIEWS

FOLLOW US ON students.council.mpstme